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Editorial Comment

With this issue THE CATHOLIC LAWYER concludes its series of articles on Catholic law schools in the United States by the presentation of the profile of St. John's University School of Law along with the dedication address of its new building located on the University campus in Jamaica, New York.

Home of the Catholic Lawyer and the St. Thomas More Institute for Legal Research, St. John's University School of Law strives to integrate a sound legal education with a love of God, a respect for His laws and a zeal for equitable administration of justice. The content, materials, and methods of teaching of the various courses at St. John's are similar to those in other leading law schools. The chief differences are the conscious creation of an environment for all students Catholic and non-Catholic alike which is favorable to the development of high ethical standards and of a sound and mature philosophy of law compatible with Catholic philosophy and with the principles upon which our American government is founded.
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